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131. On Smoothness of Normed Lattices

By K6ji HONDA

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNU(L .J.A., June 13, 1966)

1o Throughout this note, let R be a continuous semi-ordered
linear space (i. e., conditionally a-complete vector lattice) with a
semi-continuous norm, i.e., Ila,ll :=ttall if O.<__a, :=a for a and a
in R.

For mutually orthogonal elements a and b in R with lall- lbll- 1,
the curve C(a, b)" {(, r]); IIa+r]bll-1} is called an indicatrix of R.
R is said to be smooth, if at every point of the unit surface S of
R there is only one supporting hyperplane of the unit sphere of R,
or equivalently the norm on R is differentiable in a sense of Gateaux.

In a normed space, it is well known that the smoothness of the
space is equivalent to that of every two dimentional linear subspace.
However, in a normed lattice, we shall be able to show that this
fact yields from the properties of subspaces spanning by two orthogonal
elements in the space.

The purpose of present note is to give a relation between the
smoothness of R and the indicatrix of R, which supplement the
investigations concerning the indicatrices by H. Nakano 4 and is
used for an another material.

Theorem. In order to R be smooth, it is necessary and suf-
ficient that the norm on is continuous and every indicatrix of R
has the tangent line at each point on the curve.

To prove the theorem, we first state the lemmas.
Lemma 1 (T. Ando [1). If R is smooth, then R has a con-

tinuous norm.)

x in R is called a simple element with respect to a non-zero
element a in R, if x hasa form: x-,a[p a where {[p; 1.<__i<__n}
is of mu’ually orthogonal projectors) in R.

Lemma 2. When R has a continuous norm, for any Oae R
and O.<_xe R there exists a squence of simple elements x with
respect to a such that

O-limx=[ax. (0-1ira means the order limit.)

Proof. First let a>0. In accordance with [_5, let 2 be the

1) The norm II’ll on R is called a continuous norm if R9a$2=O implies

2) See H. Nakano [5; 63.


